THE SECURITY CHECKLIST

FOR BUSY LAWYERS
(DON’T GET HACKED)
29% of law firms have experienced a security breach
Some records you don’t want to be a part of, like the 2020
ABA TechReport’s finding above. And like this year’s
expected record number of new data breaches.
Keep cybercriminals out of your law practice and your
pockets by making smart cybersecurity choices.
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Are you ...

Using multifactor authentication
to keep hackers out?

Utilizing secure shared password
vaults for sensitive credentials?

Providing guidelines to employees
on what to do and not to do when
working remotely?

Watching for dark web credential
compromise surprises?

Running phishing simulation
at least monthly?
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Making security awareness training
mandatory, even for execs?

Improving your company’s cyber
resilience with layered security?

Following cybersecurity best practices
and maintaining compliance?

Reviewing and practicing your
cybersecurity incident response plan?

Running proactive monitoring, maintenance,
and patching on your computers with
antivirus and web protection
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Want quick tips to increase security?
Our Stupid Simple Security Tip weekly series, may be just what the cyberdoctor ordered! Did
you know only 39% of lawyers are making use of two factor authentication (2FA)? Stupid Simple
Security Tip #13 discusses the importance of using 2FA.

BobaGuard takes care of all your security needs, without the need of dealing with yet another IT
provider, so you can focus on what’s most important: growing your practice.
•

Implement the security solutions you need as a solo or small firm lawyer.

•

Keep your computers current with automated software and security updates.

•

Greatly reduce your chance of getting hacked, without spending your time doing
the research and playing the ‘security expert’.

If cannot check off every box on this list,
you are a sitting duck for cybercriminals.
BobaGuard is a turn-key solution that provides a layered security approach
to greatly reduce your chances of getting hacked.
Grow your practice without worry using the proven protection system
that drastically reduces cybercriminals’ threats to your data
(without having to spend your time figuring out the tech).
Get BobaGuard Now!
www.bobaguard.com/purchase-security/
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